This evening we celebrate the wonderful accomplishments of our Club Members and the Breed we cherish.

Congratulations to all of you!

~ Cecily Skinner  
President SCWTC
ANDOVER TROPHY III

Awarded to the Best of Breed Winner at the SCWTCA National Specialty October 8, 2017
CH J’Adores Stanley Cup Toews At Raelyn
Breeder: Kimberly Wright & Lynn Cone
Owners: Kimberly Wright & Kim Munson
AMADEN
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TROPHY

Awarded to the Best of Opposite Sex winner at the SCWTCA National Specialty
October 8, 2017
Amaden Best of Opposite Sex Trophy

Star Neet
Breeder: Denise Daniel
Owners: Denise Daniel
JANET TURNER DALTON MEMORIAL TROPHY

Awarded to the Best of Winners winner at the SCWTCA National Specialty
October 8, 2017
Janet Turner Dalton
Memorial Trophy

Denise Daniel
Owner of Star Neet
EVERETT KELLER
“BALLYHOO” TROPHY

Awarded to the Breeder of the Winners Bitch winner at the SCWTCA National Specialty October 8, 2017
Denise Daniel
Breeder of Star Neet
DAVID R LINCICOME
TROPHY

Awarded to the Owner of the Bred-By Exhibitor Dog Class winner at the SCWTCA National Specialty
October 8, 2017
David R Lincicome Trophy

Michelle & Raymond Serafin & Nancy Pedersen
Owners of Trinity’s Par Ti at Fairy Tale
BRYAN E MCNAMARA MEMORIAL TROPHY

Awarded to Owner of the Bred By Exhibitor Bitch class winner at the SCWTCA National Specialty
October 8, 2017
Karen Mueller & Denise Daniel
Owners/Breeders of Kaler Ice On Ice

Bryan E McNamara Memorial Trophy
BEST IN SPECIALTY BREEDER AWARD

Awarded to the Breeder of the Best of Breed winner at the SCWTCA National Specialty
October 8, 2017
Best in Specialty Breeder Award

Kimberly Wright & Lynn Cone
J’Adore Wheatens & Raelyn Wheatens
BRENMOOR
BRED BY EXHIBITOR
CHALLENGE AWARD

Awarded to the breeder who accumulates the most points from the Bred-By Exhibitor class (dogs and bitches) over the National Specialty Weekend.
Brenmoor Bred By Exhibitor Challenge Award

Michelle & Raymond Serafin & Beverly & Kevin McDonald
Trinity Wheatens & Greentree Wheatens
BRENMOOR BRED BY EXHIBITOR CHALLENGE AWARD ~ ROVING ~

Awarded to the breeder who accumulates the most points from the Bred-By Exhibitor class (dogs and bitches) over the National Roving Specialty Weekend
Susan Ratliffe
Whindancer Wheatens

Brenmoor
Bred by
Exhibitor
Challenge Award
BEST IN SHOW AWARD

Awarded to the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier who wins Best In Show at least once during 2017
Best In Show

GCHG Ainle Something To Talk About
Breeder: Kathi Elliot
Owner: Linda Robison
ABBY’S POSTAGE DHU O’WATERFORD
“CASEY” AWARD

Awarded to the Wheaten who defeated the most Wheatens by going Best of Breed in 2017
GCHP Bryr Rose Matisse
Breeder: Jeanne Ferris
Owners: Ed & Jan Kohariak & Jeaanne Ferris

Abby’s Postage
Dhu O’Waterford
“Casey”
Award

Defeated
810
Wheatens
REGISTER OF MERIT

To qualify as a Register of Merit
A sire must have produced
15 champions
A dam must have produced
8 champions
Register of Merit

CH Bryr Rose Flower Power
Breeder/Owner: Carolyn Garrett
GCH Mackanme One Love One Heart

Breeder:  Jeri Voyles
Owners:  Deb Van De Ven & Joseph Maguadog
CH GLEANNGAY HOLIDAY “DOC” AWARD

Awarded to the Wheaten owned and bred by a SCWTCA member that produced the most champion get in 2017
CH Gleanngay Holiday Doc Award

CH Tara I Get Around
Breeder: Cecily Skinner
Owner: Cecily Skinner & Celeste Lassiter Sokoloff
JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP AWARD

Awarded to the Junior Handler who defeats the most Junior Handlers by class placements & best junior during 2017
Junior Showmanship Award

Riley Capton
Obedience Dog of the Year

Awarded to the Wheaten, owned by a SCWTCA member, who won High In Trial at any AKC Show within the past year
Orion Trébol Hot House Flower
UD PCDX OM1 BN OA AXJ CGCA
Owner: Amy Feldman

Obedience Dog of the Year

Score:
194.5/200
Awarded to the Wheaten, owned by a SCWWTCA member, who won High In Trial at any AKC Show within the past year
Chattahoochee
English Springer Spaniel
Club Greater Atlanta
198.5/200 - OPEN B CLASS

High In Trial

Orion Trébol Hot House Flower
UD PCDX OM1 BN OA AXJ CGCA
Owner: Amy Feldman
AGILITY DOG OF THE YEAR
MASTER

Awarded to the Wheaten, owned by a SCWTTCA member, with the highest MASTER Agility points at AKC shows
Agility Dog of the Year
Master

CH MACH4 Aran Twisted Logic MXC MJB2 OF
Owners: Elizabeth Abate & Shari Boyd-Carusi
AGILITY DOG OF THE YEAR
PREFERRED

Awarded to the Wheaten, owned by a SCWTCA member, with the highest PREFERRED Agility points at AKC shows
CH Katdancer Look At Me Scamper
RN AX AXJ MXP MJP OF RATO NW1
Owner: Lee Martin

Agility Dog of the Year
Preferred
IDA SAWTELLE MALLORY
VERSATILITY DOG
STANDARD AWARD

Presented to a Wheaten owned by a SCWTCA member achieving titles in two different competition areas; including Conformation, Obedience, Agility, Tracking or Herding
Standard Versatility Award

Jendu Tongue Twister CD BN GN RAE NJP CGC
Owners: Bruce & Sue Peters & Catherine Perron & Dana Barton
Standard Versatility Award

Kajun Kenzie Settoon CDX BN GN RA NAJ NF
Owner: Sandy Settoon
Standard Versatility Award

GCH Orion Trébol Breaking Bad RN TD NA RATN
Owners: Betsy Geertson & Guillermo Rueda
Standard Versatility Award

GCHB Pinehome Merrimoor Cametodance
CD RN CA RATN
Owner: Linda Hallas
WORKING WHEATEN
MASTER AWARD

Presented to a Wheaten owned by a SCWTCA member achieving advanced titles in different competition areas; including Barn Hunt, Dock Diving, Flyball, Nose Work, Rally or Therapy.
Working Wheaten Master Award (WWM)

Can CH Holweit’s Red Grenadine RN THDA RATN DJ CGCA CGCU TKP
Owner: Dorice Stancher
WORKING WHEATEN
ADVANCED AWARD

Presented to a Wheaten owned by a SCWTCA member achieving advanced titles in two different competition areas; including Barn Hunt, Dock Diving, Flyball, Nose Work, Rally or Therapy.
Kajun Kenzie Settoon CDX BN GN RA NAJ NF RATS
Owner: Sandy Settoon
CH Katdancer Look At Me Scamper
RN  AX  AXJ MXP MJP OF RATO NW1
Owner:  Lee Martin

Working Wheaten
Advanced
CH Kaylynn Murphy’s Law Unto Himself
RN AX AXJ CA RATM CGC TKI
Owner: Bobbi Salmon

Working Wheaten
Advanced
WORKING WHEATEN
STANDARD AWARD

Presented to a Wheaten owned by a SCWTCA member achieving titles in two different competition areas; including Barn Hunt, Dock Diving, Flyball, Nose Work, Rally or Therapy.
Working Wheaten Standard Award

Dunfrae’s Live In The Moment MX MXJ RATN CGC TKA
Owner: Dina Melendez
Working Wheaten
Standard Award

Escapade Moonstruck Madness At Katdancer
RN RATO NJP OAP
Owner: Lee Martin
Working Wheaten Standard Award

GCH Pinehome Merrimoor Cametodance RN CA RATN CD
Owner: Linda Hallas
AMBASSADOR AWARD

Presented to the Wheaten Terrier that has made a difference in its community. Preferably titled in one AKC performance event, the emphasis of this award is on diplomacy and community service through therapy work and/or exceptional fundraising activities for the greater good. An added bonus is the willingness to participate in new ventures including herding-instinct testing, or outdoor sports such as skijoring or kayaking; exhibiting a zest for life.
Wheaten Terrier Ambassador Award

GCH CH Dromara’s Huggable Quinn RN THDD CGCA CGCU TKP
Owners: Sharen Fisher & Maggie Snow
RESCUE AWARDS

Presented to a person or families, who exhibits extraordinary care, dedication, and personal sacrifice in the performance of rescue efforts on behalf of SCWTCA Rescue
Josh & Julie Burdick

The Burdick’s rescued 7 older Wheatens from a puppy mill. There were 4 girls and 3 boys, all with various health issues and concerns. While they had them at their boarding kennel, they also rotated them into their home, and into a home of a friend to provide the dogs with socialization and a home environment. The dogs all need to be on various medications and were all spayed or neutered while in the Burdick’s care. It took over 4 months to get the rescues placed, however they were successful in finding homes where the dogs can now thrive.
Rescue Helping Hands 2017 - 2018

Karen Hall

Ann Henneker - Foster

Rick Lemmons

Laura Meyer

Sandy Scott

Howard Silverman

Gordon & Rebecca Thorne
AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award

The AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award program was established in 2006 to provide each member club with an AKC Medallion to award to one of its own on a yearly basis. This award honors those individuals who deserve special recognition that have made a difference in the sport of purebred dogs, embodied the AKC Code of Sportsmanship, and have been an active and valued member of an AKC member club.

The Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of America may participate in the AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award by honoring an active and valued member of SCWTCA who deserves special recognition for having made a difference in the sport of purebred dogs and embodied the AKC Code of Sportsmanship.
Those who knew Jan Linscheid could not argue that their lives were somehow enriched, so very special she was. Jan’s last five years were taken up by an ongoing battle with cancer … and yet they weren’t … she did not allow it. Her relationships, therefore, were clean and unencumbered by the negative emotions that normally prevail in such situations. The cancer started in her mouth and spread to her lymph nodes and spine, eventually reaching her brain. Jan’s optimistic spirit, positive attitude and sense of humor throughout the ordeal, including radiation and chemotherapy, was no doubt responsible for extending her life for a year and a half beyond the doctors’ predictions. Her Wheatens filled her being and she loved them as much as she loved life.

Jan bred Wheatens under the Finnigan prefix. Although she bred only three litters in the short span of 10 years, she established herself as a breeder of quality Wheatens both here and in Canada and produced 8 champions, most dual Canadian/American champions.

The Jan Linscheid Fellowship Award was established in 1983, the year following her death at age 37. Her courage and integrity, her warm smile and enthusiasm for both life and the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier continue to serve as an inspiration to us all.

– Gay Dunlap

Presented when deemed appropriate (not more often than once per year) to a member SCWTCA to the breed and who epitomizes the outstanding human qualities of Jan Linscheid.
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE WINNERS